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DESCRIPTION

Working closely with Directional Drilling teams globally, Titan Tools have 
developed the SOB Sub (Stabilizer on Bit). 

The SOB is placed directly above the bit, giving a short distance to first 
point of stabilization, improving BHA performance and steering ability. It is 
manufactured from AISI 4145 H-Mod 30 -36 RC material to NS-1 specification 
and are inspected to NS-2 , DS1 Cat 3-5 & API latest edition. 

The SOB is particularly effective in directional projects when maintaining 
hole gauge can be a problem. Dressing the SOB with our exclusive diamond 
impregnated inserts will provide a durable cutting structure capable of 
maintaining full gauge, in all formation types.

The ability to extend gauge equivalent to the bit enhancing stabilization 
negates the potential for the induction of bit whirl and maintaining cutting 
face effectiveness for a longer duration. 

Our SOB can be dressed with a choice of our proprietary hard facing materials 
and configured to be run in rotary, adjustable bend housing mud motor or 
point the bit rotary steerable applications. 

Our ‘SOB’ Stabilizer On Bit have been used extensively and successfully 
globally in the demanding UK North Sea and onshore Poland on extended 
reach long duration applications notably through chalk and chert formations, 
onshore Val D’Agri Italy on long duration runs in heavily fractured layer 
formations, offshore Adriatic Italy and onshore Romania on high dog leg and 
tortuosity profiles to enhance and control steering output.
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

//  One-piece integral spiral-bladed tool with mechanical properties exceeding most bottom hole assembly (BHA) 
components.

//  Diamond enhanced inserts to provide a durable cutting structure capable of maintaining full gauge hole in all 
formations. 

//  No moving parts to wear or fail.

//  Number of blades to match the difficulty of the application and junk slot area of bit.

//  Dimensions which allow simple introduction to BHA and reduce motor bearing forces.

//  Highly reinforced gauge to help maintain hole gauge.

//  Acts as vibration damper in decoupling the bit from the rest of the BHA.

//  Short body design to facilitate reaming directly at the bit and placement between bit and the mud motor in 
directional applications.

//  Reduces wear on other BHA components caused by hole going under gauge from bit.

// Improves directional control of the well.

// Ensures cleaner and more stable hole conditions.

// Reduces torque and drag in hole by minimising micro-ledges and improving casing running.

// Reduces drilling costs

HOLE SIZE 
(INCHES)

BODY 0D 
(INCHES) TOOL ID (INCHES)

OVERALL LENGTH  
(INCHES / 
METRIC)

BLADE LENGTH 
(INCHES)

BLADE WIDTH 
(INCHES) BOX CONNECTION PIN CONNECTION

6” 4-3/4” 2-1/4” 16” / 0.40 m 8-1/2” 2” 3-1/2” reg 3-1/2” reg

8-1/2” 6” 2-1/4” 19” / 0.48 m 8-1/2” 2” 4-1/2” reg 4-1/2” reg

12-1/4” 8” 3” 27” / 0.69 m 8-1/2” 3” 6-5/8” reg 6-5/8” reg

16” 9-1/2” 3” 27” / 0.69 m 13” 4” 7-5/8” reg 6-5/8” reg

17” 9-1/2” 3” 27” / 0.69 m 13” 4” 7-5/8” reg  7-5/8” reg

17-1/2” 8-1/4” 3” 27” / 0.69 m 13” 4” 6-5/8” reg 6-5/8” reg

17-1/2” 9-1/2” 3” 27” / 0.69 m 13” 4” 7-5/8” reg 7-5/8” reg

BODY MATERIAL BLADE  
HARD-FACING WRAP

AISI 4145H MOD DIAMOND IMPREGNATED INSERTS &
HF3000 TUNGSTEN CARBIDE INSERTS FULL COVERAGE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 


